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DUAL HYDRAULIC BUCKET
CE-HDGB/2L
Chalco Eleven introduces it's latest Hydraulic Duel Grab Bucket CE-HDGB/2L comes complete with
NDT Certification and Load Tested Cert by Third Party. the CE-HDGB/2L can handle loads up
to 20Kgs hydraulic dual grab bucket is designed to fit into confined spaces 10" pipes / Caisson or
greater IDs, to recover gravel sand and any other waste product that may be stuck at the bottom of a
caisson. each section of the bucket is manufactured from a 2mm stainless steel sheet which makes it
very durable as well as having a interlocking teeth which enables the bucket to grab very heavy loads,
like large anodes and cable tray. The bucket is simple to deploy and retrieve. operating the bucket
cannot be simpler it comes complete with a hand pump which has two quick connects fitted 1 for
opening the other for closing the operating lever is positioned left to opens right to close the bucket and
mid position lock the bucket the bucket can be deployed to a Depth >500 MSW
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Connecting and Operating
The Hydraulic Duel Grab Bucket CE-HDGB/2L is simple to connect and to operate and can
be deployed to a Depth greater than 500 metres and can handle loads up to 20Kgs there are
only two hoses to connect both of the hoses have been fitted with quick
connect
couplings
and are colour-coded the hoses are connected to
the corresponding colours. The Control Lever is positioned as desired, the handle is slotted
in position a gentle stroke forward and back the appropriate gauge pressure will
increase, when the needle reaches 500 Psi on the gauge, "Stop" The Hydraulic Duel Grab
Bucket ram has reached its Set position.
Please note when in use check oil level and undo two Turns on the Oil Top-Up and
Breather Cap when finished with please retighten the Oil Top-Up Breather Cap.
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